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New Faculty Member

Tom Surber was a student at the University of Oregon the last two years and is now teaching in the Department of History, Sociology, and Economics. He is also doing research in the field of political science. The college is fortunate to have such a valuable addition to its faculty.
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Poly Students Take Action to Help

Poly students are taking action to help the San Luis Obispo Community College. They have planned a dance to be held on April 21, at the Poly Student Center. The dance will feature a variety of music, including ballads, waltzes, and foxtrots. The admission fee is $1 per person, and all proceeds will go to the college.
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Kiwani Club Make Visit To Aero School

February is Date Set For Three Traveling Tours

Mr. H. G. Warren, Poly aeronautical student, is coordinating the travel plans for the Kiwani Club. The club will meet every Monday at the Poly Student Center to discuss the travel plans.
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AERO STUDENTS, TOWN MEN UNITE TO FURTHER AVIATION INTERESTS

Poly Students Take Action to Help Plans for National Air-Meet For City of San Luis.

Discussion at the organization of an Aero Club for San Luis Obispo has been in progress for some time. The group hopes to organize a club that will promote the interest in aviation and to help plan for the national air-meet.
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Welcome Home Ham

The companion-bird has been home from Los Angeles. Mr. H. M. Smith returned to Poly. The bird, a cocker spaniel, has been in Los Angeles for several weeks and is now back in its familiar environment.
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Here's wishing you lots of success in your examinations and may you still be with us next semester.
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Mr. J. M. Johnston
Former Carpenter, Teacher Is Visitor

Mr. J. M. Johnston, a former carpenter and teacher, is visiting the Poly campus. He was a teacher at the Poly campus for many years and is well known to the students.

Former Polite

Known as "Percy"

Joins U. S. Navy

One of the family members of the Poly campus is visiting the campus this week. As a matter of fact, he is busy learning the rules of the trade in the Poly balcony.

The Poly Campus
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Public Speaking

Busy Department

Miss Kreamer Well Fitted To Teach Gregg's Textbook

The Poly campus has been in the news lately due to its successful organization of a Poly campus dance. The event was attended by all students and was a great success.

Press Club Plans

Party And Trip

PEN AND PRINT SHOP HOISTS TO VISIT LOS ANGELES

Meeting in Room Six at 3:30 p.m., Monday, January 25, members of the Press Club were present to plan the trip to Los Angeles. The club plans to visit a number of newspaper offices and attend the annual banquet of the Los Angeles Press Association.

Orators To Try

For Cash Awards

Seven Prizes Are Offered Totaling Five Thousand Dollars

Who will win the Poly cash prizes in the Twenty-Five National Intercollegiate Oratory Contest is still a question.

Decorations Make Artistic Appearance With Lighting Effects

With the ball beautifully decorated by the students of the Phi-Delta Fraternity, the Poly Student Center was the scene of a great gathering. The decorations were the result of hard work and imagination by the students.
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Kensington Meeting

In Aeronautical School

Mr. Charles Surber was the host of the Kensington meeting held in the Poly aeronautical school. The meeting was held to discuss the future plans of the Poly aeronautical school.
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The Poly campus has been in the news lately due to its successful organization of a Poly campus dance. The event was attended by all students and was a great success.
IT'S COMING fellows and is coming soon. It will very shortly be upon us. This is TIME, tracksmen, to start your training. Watch your eats and by all means cut out the smoking. A track team can lose and mend the holes you ripped in them that last track meet and wash them up for the coming season. You are the ones that will win the races for Poly and honor and fame.

Laugh This Off

You've often heard the term, "Dirty Ags." From that a term is developed. The "Dirty Ags" are those who take a pride in their educational achievement and who do not disgrace the name when they go out of school. They are the ones who will win the races for Poly and hold the record for the future.

DORM DOINGS

Will hear that John White has laid his heart to a girl of the Variety House. He really acts serious.

During the holidays last week, the dorm fellows are spending some time in the library reading and doing a little business. They are interested in the church and are attending services on Sunday.

The dorm fellows are planning a trip to the mountains next week. They are looking forward to a change of scenery and a chance to get away from the noise of the city.

Shall It Or Shall It Not?

SHALL the new Gymnasium be left open on Sunday? This is a great question confronting the authorities. We side with neither side, but will bring forth a few arguments which will tax your mentality.

IF THE Gym is left open, it will afford a wonderful place to pass the day, mix with fellow students, get in touch with the body as well as mind the alert and may grow into athletic clubs. The Gym is being built for the campus, and it should be enjoyed by all students.

On the other hand, it is a place of worship, and the Sabbath should not be broken by playing games an such when the church is closed. The students should be taught to respect the Sabbath and to attend church. It might form into organizations which would have a bad effect on the campus and make the students lose their mind.

Above are some arguments for the affirmative. The following are arguments for the negative.

POLY CRACKERS

Dear Poly Crackers,

I would like to know if Victoria Pickett is going to bring back the little girl who is always on the phone asking for "The Poly Cracker." It has been quite a while since we heard from her.

Lola Roberts

Dear Lola:

Yes, little girl has returned and is now serving in the Poly Cracker. She has taken over the little girl who is always on the phone asking for "The Poly Cracker."

Poly Cracker

A FEW Girl Characteristics

Benedictine—Does she look—does she act—does she sound—Is she Civilized—But not too much.

Apple Blossom—She takes your name—she takes your money—she takes your heart—do not let her do it.

Merry—Very versatile—very nice.

Altagrace—Nice to have around—nice to see—nice to help—nice to think about—nice to have in your life.


PRINT SHOP SKETCHES

Aprons are in style for the present. John Pimentel is a big apron-wearing apron while John Gourley is a white apron and Bob Hobbs is an apron of the lunatic type. The Poly Cracker is your one-stop shop for aprons. We stock them all. They are in great demand and are sure to please.

We wonder if Pickett has taken on a small talent under her desk? Don't know. She is always on the phone asking for "The Poly Cracker." We will be happy to tell you if she would make a good Poly Cracker.

Lola Roberts

Dear Lola:

No, Pickett has not taken on a small talent under her desk. She is still the same old Pickett. She does not know about the Poly Cracker.

Poly Cracker

POLY CRACKERS

Dear Poly Crackers:

If you have any trouble with your masters, just call Poly Cracker and we will have him taken away.
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The Poly Blacksmith

Under a spreading white rose tree,

The Poly Blacksmith

And all the other signs, as well as the Whitepoint, is not interested in the matter. Is he not interested in the matter.
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EXCHANGES

Crimson and White.
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Dining Hall.

Anderson Barber Shop

LEVI J. BOND

Phone 912
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San Luis County Jewelry

L. M. McVay
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Pigeon Road, Santa Barbara
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